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Summary. This article examines the process of transformation of negative existance in local communities to 

positive resources using the case study of snow and ice tourism creation, especially the case of drift ice in 

Okhotsk, Hokkaido. This region had long been suffering from the detrimental effects of drift ice which brought 

the communities long-standing economic damage. The process from this case can be described by four 

distinctive components, namely ”cultural branding,” “cultural marketing,” “scientific branding,” and 

“scientific marketing.” The proposed model could explain the transformation process of negative object to 

positive values. 

Key words: Snow and ice tourism, value transformation process, cultural and scientific, branding and 

marketing  

Introduction 
Local communities are suffering from the impact of the deteriorating 

birth rate and the aging population in Japan. Positive transformation of negative  

community resources are often undertaken by the community to rejuvenate 

local society. However, very few researchers have noted the process of 

transformation of these negative values. This report proposes the process of 

transformation of negative existence to positive resources using the case of 

snow and ice tourism creation, especially the case of drift ice in Mombetsu city 

in Hokkaido. 

Transformation of drift ice’s value in Mombetsu city 

Before around 1950’s, drift ice was called “white devil” in this region 

because it brought here the serious fishery damage, extremely cold temperature, 

unemployment in winter season, or even caused maritime accidents. So, the 

local people in Mombetsu continuously held the serious ceremony at the 

temple, praying for “Drift ice’s leaving as early as possible.” 

However, after around 1960’s, drift ice has been tarnsformed gradually 

to the tourism resources which successfully brought this region a positive 

economical impact with many tourists from inside and outside of the country. 

Now local people are holding the serious seremony praying for “Drift ice’s 

coming as early as possible (Aota, 2009).”  

The table 1 below shows the changing numbers of the articles about drift 

ice from the local newspaper, “Hokkai Minyu shinbun.”  

Table 1. Change of evaluation in the articles of local newspaper about drift ice 
Negative Neutral Positive Total 

1960's 16 4 1 21 

1970's 9 9 35 53 

1980's 7 24 47 78 

1990's 7 25 82 114 
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Endeavors in the community 

Regarding the above-mentioned change of evaluation of drift ice in 

Mombetsu city, there are many endeavors and challenges performed by the 

community people (see table 2 below).  

 
Table 2. Major endeavors in Mombetsu for enhancing value of drift ice (from 

Fukuyama (2015)1)) 

Step Year Endeavors performed by community people 

Fase 1 

(Dawn) 

1949 

1951 

1958 

Mr.Murase, an art teacher was fascinated by drift ice and started to paint them 

Mr.Murase taught painting to local kids by opening “Sunday painting class” 

Mombetsu Cultural Association organized the 1st “Gathering at nights of snow” 

 

Fase 2 

(Establish) 

 

1963 

1964 

1964 

1968 

1969 

Held 1st “Mombetsu drift ice festival” proposed by Mr. Tanaka and other 

stakeholders 

Mr. Tanaka published creative Ainu-style picture-story show, “Drift ice love 

story” 

Mr.Murase held “Okhotsk drift ice exhibition” in Yokohama city 

Mr.Murase received “Cultural Achievement Award” from MCA 

Mr. Aota et al started drift ice observation by scientific radar 

 

Fase 3 

(Grow) 

 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1977 

Mr. Tanaka received “Cultural Achievement Award” from MCA 

Mombetsu city introduced “Drift Ice Development” in municipal comprehensive 

plan 

Civic hall adopted Murase’s picture of drift ice for a drop curtain 

Mombetsu youth hostel “Drift Ice Lodging” was opened 

Mr. Aota helped discovering “Ice Algae” under drift ice in Mombetsu 

Fase 4 

(Mature) 

1982 

1986 

1987 

1987 

1991 

Set up the Promotion Council for oceanographic investigation of the sea of 

Okhotsk  

Held the 1st International symposium on Okhotsk sea & sea ice proposed by 

Mr.Aota   

Held the 1st International symposium on Okhotsk sea & sea ice for children 

The first drift ice breaker “The Garinko” for tourists was put in service 

Okhotsk Drift Ice Museum of Hokkaido “GIZA” was established 

 

There have been three major key persons in Mombetsu city who have 

contributed to enhance the value of drift ice which had been existing in negative 

way.  Mr. Murase started to paint drift ice and Mr. Tanaka started the drift ice 

festival which is still holding now there. These two key persons approached to 

the attraction of drift ice from cultural aspect. On the other hand, Mr. Aota 

approached it from scientific aspect by proving the posivive function of drift 

ice in the ecological system, especially the merit for fishery men with the story 

of food chain caussed by ice algae which was brought by drift ice. Regarding 

this point, Erich Zimmermann(1985), the resource economist, suggests that the 

process of transforming to resouces contains “cultural wants” and “scientific 

abilities.”  

 

Analysis of this value transformation  
These endeavors turned out be divided into two domains which are 

“cultural” and “scientific.” Yet with the further analysis, these could also be 

devided into two different approaches, which are “adding value” and 

“conveying its value.” These three key persons were trying to not only add the 

new value of drift ice in their own aspect, but also share its positive value with 

others inside and outside of the community.  
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Therefore, the process of this transformation can be discribed by four 

distinctive components regarding these two different classfications, such as 

“cultural and scientific” and “adding value and conveying its value.”  Here, this 

study shall regard “adding value” simply as “branding” and “conveying its 

value” as also simply “marketing.” Thus, these four components are namely 

“culural branding,” “cultural marketing,” “scientific branding,” and scientific 

marketing” (see  table 3 below). 

 
Table 3.  Mechanism of transforming negative drift ice to positive tourism resources 

(From Fukuyama et al. (2019)2)) 

Domain Adding value Conveing its value 

 

 

Cultural 

 
 

 

<Cultural Branding> 
 

-Painting of drift ice 

-Created Ainu-style picture-story show 

 

<Cultural Marketing> 
 

-Sunday painting class 

-Art exhibition inside & outside Hokkaido 

 

 

Scientific 

 

 

 

<Scientific Branding> 
 

-“Ice Algae” effect 

-Other merits of its ecological function 

 

<Scientific Marketing> 
 

- Council for oceanographic investigation 

- Symposium on Okhotsk sea & sea ice 

 

Conclusion 

With the all above, the drift ice, which had been regarded as negative 

exsitence for long, has transformed to positive tourism resources by local 

people’s endeavors in about 40 years in Mombetsu city.  This study analyzed 

that those endeavors can be classified into four distinctive components (table 

3) as a mechanisum of transforming nagative drift ice to positive value. The 

synergy effect among those four components with each key persons ould 

successfully contribute to this transformation. And thus, snow and ice tourism 

creation is thought to contain this type of positive effect. 
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